Project idea 1:
First day at any school can become really stressful for students, especially during their college career. Navigating lengthy hallways or corridors can already become a daunting task of trying to not get lost, but having to finally find the classroom with your preferred seat taken can make an exciting experience dreadful. Some students may not care where they sit, but if you ask many the very first seat they pick, is most likely the seat they pick for the remainder of the semester. I found that some students might be disappointed when they show up the next day and the seat they were sitting in the day before is taken. So why not have an assigned seating arrangement like those used on airplanes. This way there would be no rush to be the first one in class to grab a particular seat. The GUI would consist of an overview of the classroom, seating arrangements (stadium or classroom), and allow students to choose the seat they want for the semester beforehand at the same time view currently occupied seats, information about the teacher and course, and ratings given to teachers by students from previous semesters.
**Project idea 2:**

Bored on the weekend with no plans and feel like catching up with Boston’s nightlife, but have no clue what’s going on around town? Checking into Facebook or other social media networks is fine, but what does that really do? It tells your friend/s that you are somewhere they are not, that’s all! A re-design to the popular “check-in” feature would allow you to not only notify your friend/s but also the public, rate/comment the events based on current experiences, skim through similar events that occurred outside of the Boston area, read more info about the featured artist, check on celebrities who may attend the event, secure guest list/vip tables, secure drinks, pay the tab, and many more. This way your friend/s and the public can get a sense of the good or bad before they step a foot out their door, and have everything all set once they do, without worrying about club dress codes, tickets, lines etc. Every check-in would be LIVE feed through the GUI and would be rated based on the five-star rating system. No longer would a joyful weekend turn into a boring one.
Project idea 3:
Have friends that constantly forget their wallet at the register, and you become the victim stuck with the bill? A simple “IOU” notepad GUI that allows you to not only log the amount your friend/s owe, but also allow you to log their phone number, date, and other relevant information which automatically sends out periodic SMS notifications to remind them that they owe you money. There would no longer be any excuses and they would never forget. Automatic send outs can be set to the desire time down to the hour. This should annoy anyone to the point that they never forget their wallet when they head out again.